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First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise bestseller that brought Appalachia's

philosophy of simple living to hundreds of thousands of readers. Whether you wanted to hunt game,

bake the old-fashioned way, or learn the art of successful moonshining, The Foxfire Museum and

Heritage Center had a contact who could teach you how with clear, step-by-step instructions.The

seventh Foxfire volumeÂ Â explores theÂ traditions of mountain religious heritage--including

ministers, revivals, baptisms,Â Â gospel-singing, faith healing, camp meetings, snake handling--and

more.
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The seventh Foxfire volume presents traditions of mountain religious heritage, covering ministers,

revivals, baptisms, gospel-singing, faith healing, camp meetings, snake handling, and more.

The seventh "Foxfire volume presents traditions of mountain religious heritage, covering ministers,

revivals, baptisms, gospel-singing, faith healing, camp meetings, snake handling, and more.

I love these Foxfire Books! Both of my parents and grandparents have passed away, but after

reading these books I remember things my parents would discuss when I was a child. For me, it's

kind of like a "homecoming" but in written form. I plan on purchasing the entire series and saving

them for my granddaughter. There are lots of young people today that have no idea how to do



things in these books and I'm sure there are many who have never heard of some of these subjects.

As advertised...prompt delivery

this is an excellent book for anyone to read. it is down to earth everyday people explaining how to

do things and how they grew up doing things. it is a survival book that every home in my opinion

should have. I have the first 8 foxfire books and am going to be buying the rest they are so good.

they are truly priceless. if for anyone that gets the foxfire series I can say that you will not be

disappointed.

Really interesting history. I gave it to my Dad, who isn't a huge reader. It was informative to him of

his roots in Appalachia. It was a really good gift choice for someone who has ties to the religious

South.

I was first introduced to these books by my father and I have a daughter who is fascinated with

learning to survive off the grid. All of the foxfire series have wonderful tips and realistic advice with

great photos. I believe these are truly a must have series for anybody who wants to learn the old

ways.

Very happy with the condition of the book I received. It was in good condition. It completed my set of

Foxfire books. Thanks.

Took a while to get it, but well worth the wait!

Finally bought all the Foxfire books for myself, having seen them years ago but never owned them.

They are fascinating to read, and I bet from time to time you will use something in them for your

own. I Love It!
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